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On September 28th, during an Investment Meeting, we discussed the details of our proprietary 
valuation model. Marco Solleder decided to look into PepsiCo as a relatively straightforward 
valuation. We want to disclose that Quirin Zundl holds a significant personal share in PepsiCo 
stock and has made good experiences in the past with this company. Additionally, PepsiCo 
reported better than expected earnings on October 1st, 2020. In the context of the Covid-19 crisis 
this is an interesting company to assess, as it demonstrates high resilience due to its business 
model. The fundamental and technical analysis part was covered by Quirin Zundl, Lukas Stoffel 
and Joy He. The valuation part was covered by Marco Solleder and Vitalij Vycerov.  

All information used in this report is publicly available and was extracted from:  

a) PepsiCo Annual Reports and Company Presentations 2010 – 2019 

b) PepsiCo Quarterly Reports 2020 

c) Coca Cola Annual Reports 2010 - 2019 

d) Bloomberg Data 

e) S&P Capital IQ data 

 

I. Business Overview 

In accordance with their mission to ‘create more smiles with every sip and every bite’ PepsiCo is 
a multinational corporation headquartered in Harrison, NY, that follows the vision to ‘be the global 
leader in convenient foods and beverages by winning with purpose’. Pepsi focuses on 
manufacturing beverages, food, and snack products. 

In terms of beverages, PepsiCo’s main competitor is Coca-Cola, followed by Dr. Pepper Snapple, 
and The Kraft Heinz Company. Also, due to the acquisition of the Rockstar brand in March 2020, 
Red Bull and Monster Beverage need to be considered as competitors of PepsiCo’s operations. 
When it comes to food and snacks the company competes with Nestlé, Mondelez International, 
General Mills, Procter and Gamble, Conagra Brands Inc, Hershey Co, and Tyson Foods.  

Starting off with the merger of Pepsi-Cola Company and Frito-Lay Inc in 1965, PepsiCo has grown 
its operations to a diversified portfolio of 23 individual brands that generate over USD 1bn in 
annual sales each.  

Please see a brief overview of some of Pepsi’s main brands below: 
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Based on net revenue, PepsiCo is the second largest food and beverage manufacturer in the 
world behind Nestlé. 
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II. Segments 

In the regional segmentation, Pepsi’s operations in North America heavily outweigh Europe, Latin 
America, and the rest of the world, as North America accounts for 60% of net revenues and about 
70% of operating income since 2010. Also, the operating margin is significantly higher in North 
America. However, the operating margin in North America has decreased from 20,2% in 2015 to 
18,1% in 2020E, while the operating margins in Latin America and the rest of the world have 
increased over this period. The operating margin in Europe has been stable between 10% and 11% 
since 2010. Over the course of the recent 10 years, revenues in North America have grown 
continuously by 18,2% in total. Operating income in the same region has grown by only 10,6% in 
total, including the expected decrease of 4.4% from 2019 to 2020E. Both overall net revenue as 
well as overall operating income have grown by just below 12% since 2010.  

Please see below: 
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The segmentation by products in North America shows that revenues in both food and snacks and 
beverages have grown since 2010. Food and snacks have shown a total of 37,2% growth over this 
period while beverages have only shown a total of 4,2% growth since 2010. The result is that 
PepsiCo almost aligned the revenue contribution of both segments coming from a portfolio 
composition of 43% food and snacks and 57% beverages in 2010. In terms of operating income, 
the food and snacks segment has also been performing extraordinary well with a total of 48,7% 
EBIT growth from 2010 to 2020E. The operating income of beverages has decreased by over 45% 
in total since 2010. As can be expected, considering the stable revenues in this segment, this is 
caused by a significant decrease in operating margin by from 13.6% in 2010 to 7.1% in 2020E.  

Please see below: 
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III. Financials 

1. IRR Model 

In the 2007-2012 period, Pepsi returned 5,4% per year while in the 2014-2019 period, PepsiCo’s 
return was 8,6% per year.  

The 2007-2012 period includes three large mergers in 2010, namely the acquisition of two 
independent Pepsi bottling operations (Pepsi Bottling and Pepsi-Americas) for a total of USD 
7,8bn and the acquisition of Wimm-Bill-Dann, a Russian dairy and juice company, for USD 5,8bn: 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/steveschaefer/2016/07/06/ma-flashback-pepsis-bottling-
reunion/#36cf7b202c8f 

https://www.ftc.gov/news-events/press-releases/2010/02/ftc-puts-conditions-pepsicos-78-billion-
acquisition-two-largest 
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The acquisitions in 2010 had a significant effect on Pepsi’s debt level and revenues, however they 
were not particularly value-adding in the short term. 

In the 2014-2019 period, Pepsi conducted no significant mergers of similar size. Instead, the 
company displayed moderate organic growth, bought back stock, and paid large dividends, 
resulting in an IRR of 8,6% per year.  

What we find impressive is the consistency with which Pepsi delivers revenues and a fairly stable 
adjusted EBIT margin in the 15% area. One can see that the mergers reduced the adjusted EBIT 
margin, however Pepsi is slowly recovering. Nevertheless, Pepsi has not recovered the 18% 
margin before the mergers – this remains a target for Management to achieve. In the meantime, 
the 2014-2019 period has been one of consistency for Pepsi. Additionally, Pepsi demonstrated 
crisis resiliency in the 2007-2009 period, with no negative impact observable despite global 
recession.  

We ask for the reader’s understanding that the IRR model used is proprietary and can therefore 
not be explicitly displayed. 

 

2. Free Cash Flow to Equity 

PepsiCo is a very impressive cash generator. The company delivered a consistent annual USD 5-
7bn of Free Cash Flow to Equity between 2017 and 2019. At the current market capitalization of 
USD 190,8bn this is equivalent to a FCF yield of ca. 3%.  
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3. Income Statement 

Analyzing the Income Statement was not a must in the PepsiCo case, as the EBIT margins are 
relatively stable, however we did the job anyway. A main finding is that PepsiCo had a consistent 
gross margin between 52% and 55% between 2012 and 2019. Over the past years, Pepsi was able 
to slightly improve the gross margin and to reduce overhead costs. Additionally, Pepsi increased 
marketing and advertisement expenses in relation to revenues.  

Overall, PepsiCo displays a very solid Income Statement: 

 

 

 

4. Accounting 

Pepsi applies a very conservative revenue recognition, which we like given the conservative 
nature of the business: 
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Source: Pepsi 2019 Annual Report p.67 

There are no further particularly noteworthy accounting practices. 
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5. Net Debt / EBITDA Leverage 

The company had very low Net Debt / EBITDA ratios of below 1,0 before the mergers in 2010. 
Since then, the Net Debt / EBITDA ratio was in the range of 1,6 and 2,3. This is still far from high 
leverage. Currently, the ratio is 2,1 which enables the company to conduct moderate M&A activity 
if attractive opportunities arise: 

 

6. Merges & Acquisitions 

The most recent example of how Pepsi uses its low Net Debt / EBITDA ratio and cash generative 
business is the Rockstar acquisition. On March 11th, 2020, Pepsi announced a USD 3,85bn offer 
for the energy drink company. This step is strategic insofar as the energy drink market is fast-
growing and Rockstar is a troubled player behind Monster and Red Bull with catch-up potential. 
We find the merger sensible as PepsiCo can use its marketing competence to improve Rockstar 
brand awareness and subsequently sales.  

For the details of the transaction please refer to: 

https://www.ft.com/content/fe855b51-2f55-42be-b058-95afa954da73 

Another recent PepsiCo acquisition is Hangzhou Haomusi Food Co., Ltd., a Chinese online snack 
company, for USD 705m. This step has been taken to strengthen Pepsi’s position in China as well 
as to increase Pepsi’s footprint in digital sales. The development towards digital sales is 
particularly interesting in our view, as this could lead to a multiple expansion in the long term.  

 

IV. Management 

Pepsi has a diverse management and board in culture, gender and race, and the company 
demonstrates significant awareness in ESG affairs.  We see a certain negative correlation between 
ESG awareness and scandals which harm the image. Fittingly, Pepsi’s last bigger image scandal 
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occurred in 2017 in relation to an advertisement with Kendall Jenner and Black Lives Matter. 
Pepsi reacted quickly, pulling the advertisement from the market after one day and apologizing 
immediately. 

PepsiCo’s CEO since October 2018 is Ramon Laguarta, a 24-year Pepsi veteran. He is directing 
the company towards accelerated growth and a new mission: “Winning with Purpose”. Ramon is 
from Barcelona and was responsible for the company’s business in Europe Sub-Saharan Africa, 
before taking on the global strategy. For a detailed career overview of Ramon Laguarta please 
refer to: 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/ramonlaguarta/ 

His new strategic initiatives include more investment in marketing, innovation, and manufacturing 
capacity to sustainably grow the business at faster pace. He will also focus on cost saving to 
generate “productivity savings” of at least $1bn annually: 

https://www.ft.com/content/8e60630c-3117-11e9-8744-e7016697f225 

Overall, we have the feeling that Ramon understands his business well and that he is on a good 
way to adding value to the company. 

Indra Nooyi is Ramon’s predecessor. She joined Pepsi in 1994 and became CEO in 2006. During 
her 12 years as CEO, the company’s sales grew by 80%: 

https://www.cnbc.com/2018/09/12/pepsico-indra-nooyi-be-a-leader-people-want-to-follow.html 

Hugh Johnston joined Pepsi in 1987 and has been the CFO since 2010. He also leads Pepsi’s IT 
unit since 2015.  

All in all, we find the top management and its history convincing. 

 

V. Sales Channels 
 
PepsiCo’s products are primarily brought to market through direct-store-delivery (DSD, from 
Pepsi to retailer stores), customer warehouse (from Pepsi to retailers’ warehouses) and distributor 
networks (schools, restaurants). From the end consumer’s point of view, the products are available 
directly at e-commerce platforms (such as Amazon Pantry), B&M retailers, and gastronomy 
locations. 
 

1. Trends in the Retail Landscape 

The retail landscape is changing with rapid growth in sales through e-commerce, mobile commerce 
applications, subscription services and the integration of physical and digital operations among 
retailers. Pepsi continues to make significant investments in building global e-commerce and 
digital capabilities while being mindful in maintaining and developing successful relationships 
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with their key customers in the traditional retail channels. Pepsi’s e-commerce sales accounted for 
USD 2bn in 2019. We expect this number to rise significantly in the coming years. 

Another clear trend is the consolidation of retail ownership and purchasing power, which gives the 
ever-larger retailers more power to negotiate for more efficiency, promotional programs, and 
ultimately lower pricing. For this reason, we agree with Pepsi management, that the development 
of e-commerce capabilities is key for Pepsi staying ahead. 

With regard to the customer structure we note that it is fragmented and that the largest customers 
are wholesalers and retailers. Walmart is by far PepsiCo’s most important customer: 

Source: Bloomberg Data 
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VI. Supply chain 

The data we were able to access regarding Pepsi’s suppliers was not complete. However, from the 
data we were able to access, we assume that Pepsi has a very diverse supplier structure. From what 
we found, there is no reason to believe that Pepsi is overly dependent from one particular supplier: 

Source: Bloomberg Data 
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VII. Advertisement and Marketing 

Advertising and marketing are key factors to PepsiCo’s success. The company has launched 
numerous successful campaigns in the past and we are convinced that they have the capabilities to 
perform in this aspect. In this regard, Ram Krishan is of particular importance, who is the 
company’s Global Chief Commercial Officer. To view his professional career in detail please 
view:  

https://www.linkedin.com/in/ram-krishnan-9002b1/ 

In our view, the aspect of his professional career which stands out most is his proven experience 
in marketing and brand management. Combined with the company’s strategic intention to further 
increase marketing spend, which becomes evident in following article, 

https://www.ft.com/content/f746d28c-e5e6-11e9-9743-db5a370481bc,  

PepsiCo is well positioned to continue increasing brand awareness and similarly increasing the 
prices of its products, thereby boosting margins and profitability. Note that Pepsi already has a 
history of advertisement expense increases and price increases, as can be seen in our prior analysis 
of their Income Statement.  

To get a more concise idea of PepsiCo’s commercials, please refer to: 

https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=pepsi+commercial 

https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=dorito+commercial+baby 

Note that PepsiCo has a history of extremely entertaining commercials, which our Managing 
Director would even watch for mere entertainment, regardless of the brand. In fact, he even admits 
to occasionally do so in his free time... 

This kind of commercials creates a high level of sympathy of consumers towards the brands. 

 

VIII. Technical Analysis 

While some asset managers and funds believe technical analysis to not be much of a trustworthy 
and valuable analysis method, we find that we are able to improve our market timing, at least 
marginally, when considering the price charts and respective indicators.  

 

1. Distance in from ATH 

At a current share price of USD 138,6, Pepsi trades 6% below the ATH. The ATH was at USD 
147,20 on February 18th, 2020. 
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2. Long-term trend (5-10y) 

Pepsi demonstrated a long-term bullish trend since 2009: 

Source: Guidants Technical Analysis Tool 

 

3. Short-term trend (1-12m) 

The 1-year chart since October 2019 does not provide a trend. The price movement from January 
2019 onwards shows a major support at roughly USD 105. Prices below mean a change in trend. 
We would need to reconsider our view on Pepsi in case of a monthly closing price below USD 
105. 

Currently, trading is range bound between USD 130 and USD 140. The price could recover to the 
ATH at USD 147,20 from February 18th, 2020. 

The preferred entry price from an anticyclical, technical perspective is currently at USD 130. 
Procyclical entries are above USD 144 and ultimately above the past ATH at USD 147,20: 
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Source: Guidants Technical Analysis Tool 

 

4. RSI, BB, EMA200 situation 

The technical indicators are currently statistically normal. We suggest reconsidering at USD 130 
at the potential arrival at the lower BB.  

Source: Guidants Technical Analysis Tool 
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IX. Valuation Model Output 

1. Assumptions and Data Input 
 
We used our proprietary, multi-level DCF valuation model to determine PepsiCo’s intrinsic value1. 
We expect revenues to grow between 3% and 5% per year in years until 2025. For the years 2026-
2030 we expect revenue growth to return to the risk-free rate, which we assume at 1% in perpetuity. 
Based on current revenues, this results in a revenue of approximately USD 93bn in the terminal 
year after year 10. 
 
PepsiCo currently has an operating margin of 14,74%. For 2020 we expect an operating margin of 
ca. 15%, which will gradually increase to roughly 17% by year 3, which is slightly above Pepsi’s 
long-term average. The operating margin is assumed to remain at this level ad infinitum. Despite 
a possible increase due to regulatory changes, we use an effective tax rate of 21% in our model. 
The cost of capital of 5,79% resulting from the WACC method applied to years 2020-2025 and 
increases from year 6 to 6% in 2030. The current yield of 10y US Treasury Bonds, which is 
currently around 0,7%, was used as the current risk-free interest rate. 
 
It is also assumed that PepsiCo is able to generate a return on capital of a mature company in the 
long run as competitive advantages fade. Due to PepsiCo’s size and diversity of brands, the 
probability of bankruptcy is assumed at 0% and not factored into the valuation. After 2030, a risk-
free interest rate of 1% is expected. This reflects the assessment that monetary policy will remain 
expansive over the foreseeable future. After 2030, the model prices in a growth rate that 
corresponds to the risk-free interest rate.  
 
Our model considers employee option compensation and R&D as well as lease obligations. We 
compute WACC as a combination of industry and regional betas. Additionally, the model 
considers PepsiCo’s current A2 Rating by Moody’s and A rating by S&P Global Ratings.2 
 
 

2. Model Output 
 
The model yields a statistical value of equity distribution. Due to our underlying statistical 
assumptions, the result is close to normally distributed. We present the Monte Carlo Simulation 
result with sample size 10.000 below: 
 

 
1 We owe parts of the model to a renowned university professor from the US. 
2 As of 2020 Q3 report. 
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Based on our inputs, the current share price of USD 138 is overvalued with a cumulative 
probability of over 95%. At the current price levels on equity markets we do not find this 
particularly surprising. Additionally, analysts might assume lower risk-free rates in perpetuity, 
which would have a significant impact on the valuation output. The median and average of our 
model yields a share price of USD 126,6. So, currently, PepsiCo is overvalued by approximately 
10%. 

 

X. Risks 
 
PepsiCo’s valuation output would be negatively affected by a presidential election victory of Joe 
Biden. He wants to increase the corporate tax rate from 21% to 28%. In our valuation model, this 
would result in a significant reduction in the fair value per share from circa USD 126,5 to circa 
USD 114,3, a decrease of approximately 10%.  
 
Another political development that could have a negative impact on PepsiCo is the trend to label 
unhealthy food as such and, above all, to impose additional taxes on it. PepsiCo would have to 
choose between passing on the costs of the tax completely to the customer or to receive a negative 
effect on its margins. A 20% increase in the price of soft drinks caused by a tax can reduce 
consumption of these sugary drinks by 20%:  
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https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3556391/  
 
After the Mexican government first introduced a tax of around 10% on sugar-containing beverages 
in 2014, the price increase resulted in a 7,6% decline in the quantity consumed. At 11,7%, this 
decline was even disproportionately strong for the lowest-income households: 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5442881/ 
 
To date, only a few countries in the world have introduced such a tax on a large scale. This could 
change in the wake of an increasingly overweight population combined with negative demographic 
trends. States will increasingly try to close their funding gaps in health care systems by imposing 
taxes on unhealthy products. If the number of soft drinks consumed declines in the process, the 
problem of increasingly common diabetes will also decline.  

 

XI. Fundamental Investment Thesis 

The Investment Thesis is based on three assumptions, mainly surrounding PepsiCo’s financial 
resiliency. 

 

1. Covid-19 a non-issue 

We assume that Pepsi’s business and financial performance will not be significantly affected by 
the Covid-19 crisis. 

 

3. IRR Outlook 

We expect PepsiCo to return over 10% per year in 2019-2024 ex multiple expansion. This is driven 
by organic and inorganic growth, dividend payouts and stock buybacks. 

 

4. Multiple Expansion 

At the current share price of USD 138, Pepsi trades at a 21,5x EBIT multiple. This is relatively 
high, however we expect the average multiple to rise over time due to e-commerce expansion and 
deepened understanding of how resilient Pepsi’s business is. 

 

4.1 Enterprise Value / EBIT 

Pepsi’s EBIT multiple expanded from 15,5x in 2015 to its current 21,5x level: 
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Source: Capital IQ Charts 

 

4.2 Relative Valuation 

Pepsi historically trades at a lower EBIT multiple than Coca-Cola, which is already an older 
company, and slightly above Nestlé. Arguably, Pepsi’s closest Peer is Coca-Cola, and we believe 
that over time the multiples of these two companies will assimilate, leaving further space for 
multiple expansion by Pepsi: 
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Source: Capital IQ Charts 

 

XII. Discussion of Fundamental Investment Thesis 

1. Covid-19 non-issue 

What we find impressive about Pepsi, is that they perform well in any market environment. 
Additionally, there is no fraud suspicion in this regard (recall Wirecard “performing well” in any 
market environment). As Pepsi has a long history of paying large amounts of cash dividends and 
performing stock buybacks, there is no reason not to believe that the business is extremely solid. 

Arguably, as Pepsi addresses basic needs of consumers, i.e. food and drink, it is logical that 
consumers will cut these kind of expenses only as last resorts in case of budget constraints, which 
justifies why Pepsi performs relatively well in times of economic contractions. 

Pepsi grew sales in 2008 with stagnating EBIT and grew EBIT with stagnating sales in 2009: 
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Similarly, the consensus forecast for 2020 is sales growth vs 2019: 

https://www.marketscreener.com/quote/stock/PEPSICO-INC-39085159/calendar/ 

In our base case, we assume conservatively both reduced sales and EBIT in 2020, however by 
2022E both sales and EBIT would be above 2019 levels. In our best case, we go with the consensus 
and expect sales growth 2020E vs 2019 and only slightly lower EBIT than in 2019: 
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2. IRR 2019-2024 above 10% per year 

We used our financial modelling to model the IRR of PepsiCo between 2019 and 2024E. In our 
base case, revenues grow with 1% p.a. and the EBITA margin expands by 1,1%. Additionally, net 
debt remains at USD 26bn – 28bn. We assume PepsiCo to buy back 1% of shares p.a. and to pay 
out 50% of adjusted EBIT as dividends. This yields a 10,4% IRR, which we assume to be 
conservative.  

In our best case, Pepsi grows revenues by 3,8% p.a. until 2024 and expands the adjusted EBIT 
margin by 1,7%. Net financial debt grows by 1,5% per year due to slightly larger M&A activity, 
and the company buys back 1,5% of shares per year. Additionally, Pepsi increases the dividends 
to adjusted EBIT ratio gradually from 51% to 55%. This yields a 16,2% IRR, which is optimistic 
in our view. 

Overall, we find somewhere in between realistic. We think that we can expect 13% return per year 
ex margin expansion from Pepsi over the coming years. 
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3. Multiple Expansion 

Buying Pepsi for 19,5x EBIT would be equivalent to a price of roughly USD 125 per share. We 
believe that Pepsi has potential to reach 25x EBIT in the next three years, driven by its digital 
ambitions and solid business model as well as proven crisis-resiliency. This is equivalent to a 
further 8,6% return per year. 

Together with our 13% expected IRR, this yields a total of 21,6% expected return per year. Our 
target price for 2023 is consequently circa USD 220, calculated as expected EBIT * 25 / # of shares 
outstanding. To be precise, our base case model results in circa USD 205 and our best-case model 
results in circa USD 240 per share. 

 

XIII. Comparison with peer Coca-Cola 

1. Product Margin 

Pepsi’s main peer is Coca-Cola and therefore we compare the product margins of these two 
companies over time. We observe that Coca Cola outperforms Pepsi Cola in this criterion, 
however, Pepsi is catching up: 

 

2. Operating Margin 

With respect to the operating margin, Coca Cola also outperforms Pepsi and has currently been 
able to increase its operating margin significantly. However, Coca Cola’s sales have been falling, 
giving the impression that Coca Cola is focusing on its core business while PepsiCo is still 
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expanding. Nevertheless, we hope that PepsiCo is able to improve its operating margin over the 
coming years as this has been a weak point since 2017: 

 

 

XIV. Ownership 

As of October 2nd, 2020, the company has total insider holdings of 0,14% which is equivalent to 
USD 268m. The CEO holds 268.863 shares worth a total of USD 38m at the current price. As of 
July 16th, 2020, and CFO holds 223.033 shares worth USD 31m. Arguably, these men have long-
term interests which are well aligned with those of other shareholders. The company has further 
11,6m share options outstanding with an average exercise price of USD 89 as of 2019.  
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Institutional investors hold 73,53% of the shares as of June 2020. Notable institutional investors 
(besides the typical ETF institutions) are Geode Capital Management (1,5% ownership), 
Wellington Management (1,4% ownership) and Fidelity (1,0% ownership). 

 

XV. Conclusion  

We will open a position in PepsiCo in case of a setback. We will trade in tranches. An initial 
position will be opened in the USD 130 range. We intend to reach our desired position size if the 
stock falls to roughly USD 125. Alternatively, we will open a smaller, momentum-driven position 
in case of a breakout scenario. We will probably only trade into a Pepsi exposure after the election, 
which we expect to bring an increased level of volatility into the market.  

 

XVI. Personal Remarks 

Dear reader,  

as founder and Managing Director of FS 
Associates, I cannot sufficiently emphasize how 
proud I am of the exceptional team which stands 
behind the extensive research and work involved 
in the creation of this investment report. It is my 
exceptional pleasure to work with this carefully 
selected and trained team. Since founding this 
initiative in the summer of 2019, much was 
achieved. We have faced challenges and 
setbacks. However, as a committed and goal-
oriented team we were able to weather the 
storms. This report as well as future reports is the 
product of a continued learning experience. We 
are thankful for Frankfurt School, which 
supports us and our work by providing funds and 
a unique working environment for dedicated and 
motivated students.  

To you, dear reader, it remains for me and my 
team to hope that you enjoyed reading this report 
as much as we enjoyed writing and researching 
it. I think we all deserve a Pepsi now… 

Yours faithfully, 

 

Quirin Zundl, Managing Director 
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XVII. Disclaimer 

This report has been prepared by Frankfurt School Associates (“FS Associates”). Each such report specifies the 
publisher and owner of that report. All our reports are for informational purposes only and presented “as is” with no 
warranty of any kind, express or implied. Under no circumstances should any of these reports or any information 
herein be interpreted or used as investment advice, or understood as an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to 
buy any securities or other financial instruments. FS Associates publishes research reports on publicly traded 
securities. The reports are the property of FS Associates. The opinions, information and reports set forth herein are 
solely attributable to FS Associates. 

By downloading, accessing, or viewing any research report, you agree to the following Terms of Use. You agree that 
use of the research presented in any report is at your own risk. You (or any person you are acting as agent for) agree 
to hold harmless FS Associates, their affiliates and related parties, including, but not limited to any members, partners 
and managers (collectively, the “FS Associates Related Persons”) for any direct or indirect losses, including trading 
losses, attributable to any content in a research report. You further agree to do your own research and due diligence 
before making any investment decision with respect to securities of the company covered herein (each, a “Covered 
Company”) or any other financial instruments that reference the Covered Company or any securities issued by the 
Covered Company.  

You represent that you have sufficient investment sophistication to critically assess the information, analysis and 
opinion presented in any FS Associates report. You further agree that you will not communicate the contents of reports 
and other materials made available by FS Associates to any other person unless that person has agreed to be bound by 
these Terms of Use. If you access, download or receive the contents of FS Associates reports or other materials on 
your own behalf, you agree to and shall be bound by these Terms of Use. If you access, download or receive the 
contents of FS Associates reports or other materials as an agent for any other person, you are binding your principal 
to these same Terms of Use. As of the publication date of a FS Associates report, FS Associates Related Persons, 
possibly along with or through its members, partners and managers, have a position (long or short) in one or more of 
the securities of a Covered Company (and/or options, swaps, and other derivatives related to one or more of these 
securities), and therefore may realize significant gains in the event that the prices of a Covered Company’s securities 
decline or appreciate.  

FS Associates Related Persons may continue to transact in Covered Companies’ securities for an indefinite period 
after an initial report on a Covered Company, and such position(s) may be long, short, or neutral at any time hereafter 
regardless of their initial position(s) and views as stated in the research report. Neither FS Associates nor FS Associates 
Related Persons are required to update any report or information to reflect changes in positions that may be held by 
FS Associates Related Persons. This is not an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any security. Neither FS 
Associates nor any FS Associates Related Person are offering, selling or buying any security to or from any person 
through any FS Associates research reports. FS Associates is affiliated with Frankfurt School of Finance & 
Management and does not trade real-money securities. FS Associates does not render investment advice to anyone. 
You understand and agree that FS Associates does not have any investment advisory relationship with you or does 
not owe fiduciary duties to you. Giving investment advice requires knowledge of your financial situation, investment 
objectives, and risk tolerance, and neither FS Associates nor FS Associates Related Persons have such knowledge 
about you.  

The research and reports made available by FS Associates express the opinion of FS Associates and its Related Persons 
as of the time of the report only. Reports are based on generally available information, field research, inferences and 
deductions through the applicable due diligence and analytical process. To the best of the applicable FS Associates’ 
ability and belief, all information contained in any of our reports is accurate and reliable, is not material non-public 
“insider” information, and has been obtained from public sources that the FS Associates believes to be accurate and 
reliable, and who are not insiders or connected persons of the Covered Companies or who may otherwise owe a 
fiduciary duty, duty of confidentiality or any other duty to the Covered Company (directly or indirectly). However, 
such information is presented “as is,” without warranty of any kind, whether express or implied.  

With respect to research reports, FS Associates makes no representation, express or implied, as to the accuracy, 
timeliness, or completeness of any such information or with regard to the results to be obtained from its use. Further, 
any research report contains a very large measure of analysis and opinion. All expressions of opinion are subject to 
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change without notice, and FS Associates does not undertake to update or supplement any reports or any of the 
information, analysis and opinion contained in them. In no event shall FS Associates or any FS Associates Related 
Persons be liable for any claims, losses, costs or damages of any kind, including direct, indirect, punitive, exemplary, 
incidental, special or, consequential damages, arising out of or in any way connected with any information presented 
in any FS Associates report. This limitation of liability applies regardless of any negligence or gross negligence of FS 
Associates or any FS Associates Related Persons. You accept all risks in relying on the information presented in any 
FS Associates report. You agree that the information in any FS Associates research report is copyrighted, and you 
therefore agree not to distribute this information in any manner without the express prior written consent of FS 
Associates. If you have obtained FS Associates research reports in any manner other than as provided to you by FS 
Associates or FS Associates Related Persons, you may not read such research without agreeing to these Terms of Use. 
FS Associates research reports may contain “forward-looking” information, statements or estimates which are not 
entirely historical in nature. Reliance on such information, statements, estimates or projections are at the sole 
discretion of the reader. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. 

 

XVIII. Risikohinweis und Haftungsausschluss 
 
Die auf der Webseite von FS Associates und anderen Seiten, insbesondere sozialen Medien wie Twitter, Instagram 
und LinkedIn, dargestellten Transaktionsaktivitäten bzw. Kommentare zur Markteinschätzung von FS Associates und 
zugehörigen Personen enthalten keine Anlageberatung oder Anlageempfehlung und stellen keine Aufforderung zum 
Erwerb oder Verkauf von Wertpapieren oder Finanzprodukten dar. FS Associates haftet nicht für Schäden, die auf 
Inhalte unserer Webseite oder verwandter Seiten zurückgeführt werden könnten. Insbesondere übernehmen wir keine 
Gewähr hinsichtlich Korrektheit und Vollständigkeit der dargestellten Inhalte. 
 
Alle Inhalte sind nicht nach den gesetzlichen Vorschriften für Finanzanalysen erstellt worden und sind nicht auf 
individuelle Gegebenheiten und Bedürfnisse von einzelnen Lesern ausgerichtet. Insbesondere sind weder 
Risikobereitschaft noch finanzielle Verhältnisse des einzelnen Lesers berücksichtigt. Alle Inhalte sind somit als reine 
Hintergrund- bzw. Marketinginformationen von FS Associates zu verstehen. FS Associates untersagt die 
unautorisierte Vervielfältigung bzw. Veröffentlichung der auf unserer Webseite und verwandten Seiten dargestellten 
Inhalte. 
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